NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft Scores Third PGA Tour Win with Thrilling Playoff Victory at the Farmers Insurance Open

•	NUNCHUK® Kicks Off 2012 PGA Tour with a Win to Add to Impressive 2011 Results
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The NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft collected its third win on the PGA Tour with a come-from-behind playoff victory at the Farmers Insurance Open.  The winner followed up a T8 finish at last week’s Humana Challenge and a long string of strong performances in 2011 including a win at The Heritage and two T3 finishes during the FedExCup Playoffs - all with a NUNCHUK® in his bag. With a five-under 67 that tied for the lowest score in the final round, the winner earned a ticket to the playoff – which he won on the second hole of sudden death.
“After two wins and 25 Top-15 finishes during the 2011 PGA Tour, the NUNCHUK® shaft came into 2012 primed for further success,” said Arnie Cunningham, NUNCHUK® PGA Tour representative.  “The buzz about NUNCHUK® has spread during the off-season, and many PGA Tour players are asking about it this season.”
“It’s great to see NUNCHUK® score another win on the PGA Tour,” said Mike McCall, nVentix® Golf CEO.  “Since its introduction, we have seen the NUNCHUK® shaft winning at all levels – from the PGA Tour and Champions Tour to junior golf tournaments and local golf courses around the globe.  Golfers around the world are seeing how the stability and consistency of the NUNCHUK® can help bring the fun back to their golf game.”  The revolutionary technology in the NUNCHUK’s® patent-pending design allows the exact same shaft to be used by professionals and amateurs, men and women, juniors and seniors in their drivers, fairway woods and hybrids. “When you’ve got a NUNCHUK® in your bag, you’re playing what the pros play,” McCall added.

The unique Tri-Zonal StabilityTM technology in the NUNCHUK® and now in the recently released NUNCHUK® 370 Precision Hybrid Shaft enables golfers of all abilities to more consistently deliver LONG & ACCURATE driver, fairway wood and hybrid shots.  Golfers of all ages and swing speeds who play the NUNCHUK® and NUNCHUK 370 will see their shot dispersion narrow AND their spin rate reduced - thus increasing both accuracy and distance.
-more-

Facebook Status
Nunchuk shaft by nVentix Golf picks up 3rd PGA Tour win with a thrilling playoff victory at the Farmers Insurance Open. 

Twitter Tweets
#Nunchuk shaft by @nVentix in the winner’s bag at Torrey Pines @FarmersInsOpen

About nVentix® Golf
nVentix® Golf is a private company based in Dallas, Texas. For more information on nVentix® Golf, the NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft and the newly released NUNCHUK® 370 Precision Shaft, visit their website at www.nventix.com. The nVentix® website contains a list of dealers and PGA professionals golfers can visit to test drive the NUNCHUK® Precision Golf Shaft, and the new NUNCHUK® Precision Hybrid Shaft.  You can also follow what’s new on Facebook.com - nVentix Golf - NUNCHUK Precision Golf Shaft - and on Twitter - @nVentix.
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